
VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23261 

November 8, 2001 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Serial No.: 01- 501 
Attention: Document Control Desk CM/RAB RO 
Washington, D.C. 20555 Docket Nos.: 50-338 

50-339 
License Nos.: NPF-4 

NPF-7 

Gentlemen: 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY (DOMINION) 
NORTH ANNA POWER STATION UNITS 1 AND 2 
PROPOSED IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 
BEYOND SCOPE ISSUE (TAC Nos. MB 1443 and MB 1444) 

This letter transmits our response to the NRC's request for additional information (RAI) 
regarding the North Anna Power Station (NAPS) Units 1 and 2 proposed Improved 
Technical Specifications (ITS). The North Anna ITS license amendment request was 
submitted to the NRC in a December 11, 2000 letter (Serial No. 00-606). The NRC 
requested additional information regarding ITS 3.9.4, "Containment Penetrations." This 
information was requested in a NRC letter dated July 31, 2001 (TAC Nos. MB1443 and 
MB1444).  

Attached is the NRC's RAI and our response to the RAI. As a result of the NRC's RAI, 
ITS 3.9.4 has been revised to adopt the Improved Standard Technical Specifications 
(NUREG-1431) and the current Technical Specifications. This eliminates our beyond 
scope change.  

If you have any further questions or require additional information, please contact us.  

Very truly yours, 

Leslie N. Hartz 

Vice President - Nuclear Engineering 

Attachment 

Commitments made in this letter: None



cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region II 
Sam Nunn Atlanta Federal Center 
61 Forsyth Street, SW 
Suite 23T85 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303-8931 

Mr. Tommy Le 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint North 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Mail Stop 12 H4 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738 

Mr. M. J. Morgan 
NRC Senior Resident Inspector 
North Anna Power Station 

Commissioner (w/o attachments) 
Bureau of Radiological Health 
1500 East Main Street 
Suite 240 
Richmond, VA 23218 

Mr. J. E. Reasor, Jr. (w/o attachments) 
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative 
Innsbrook Corporate Center 
4201 Dominion Blvd.  
Suite 300 
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060



SN: 01-501 
Docket Nos.: 50-338/339 

Subject: RAI - ITS 3.9.4 - Cont. Penetrations

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

COUNTY OF HENRICO

) ) 
)

The foregoing document was acknowledged before me, in and for the County and 
Commonwealth aforesaid, today by Leslie N. Hartz, who is Vice President - Nuclear 
Engineering, of Virginia Electric and Power Company. She has affirmed before me that 
she is duly authorized to execute and file the foregoing document in behalf of that 
Company, and that the statements in the document are true to the best of her 
knowledge and belief.  

Acknowledged before me this day of JD)ai,¶• , 2001.  

My Commission Expires: 33 -,(k

ootary
Public

(SEAL)



Attachment

Proposed Improved Technical Specifications 
Response to Request for Additional Information 

ITS 3.9.4, "Containment Penetrations" 

Virginia Electric and Power Company 

(Dominion) 

North Anna Power Station Units I and 2



North Anna Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) Review Comments 
ITS Section 3.9.4, Containment Penetrations 

(TAC Nos. MB 1443 and MB 1444) 

RAI Response: After considering the NRC's Requests for Additional Information (RAIs) and 

reviewing the allowance in the current Technical Specifications (CTS) to have the containment 

personnel airlock doors open during fuel movement, the Company has determined that TSTF

68, "Containment Personnel Airlock Doors Open During Fuel Movement," is applicable to North 

Anna. This TSTF was written to allow utilities to incorporate CTS allowances into their 

Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). The revisions to the North Anna ITS submittal are 

attached.  

Incorporating TSTF-68 into the North Anna ITS eliminates the beyond scope issue (TAC Nos.  

MB1 443 and MB1 444) upon which the subject RAIs are based, because the NAPS ITS are now 

consistent with the CTS, as approved by the NRC, and the Improved Standard Technical 

Specifications (ISTS). Therefore, response to the RAIs is not required.



Containment Penetrations 
3.9.4

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.4 Containment Penetrations

LCO 3.9.4

APPLICABILITY:

The containment penetrations shall be in the following 
status: 

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by four bolts; 

b. One door in each air lock is capable of being closed; and 

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the 
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere either: 

1. closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve, blind 
flange, or equivalent, or 

2. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE containment 
purge and exhaust isolation valve.  

- - - - - - - - ------- NOTE -------------

Penetration flow path(s) providing direct access from the 
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere may be 
unisolated under administrative controls.  
------- -- -- - -- - - ---- -- -- -- -- --

I MB 1443 
MB 1444 
Rg

MB 1443 MB 1444 
R9

During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
containment recently irradiated 
penetrations not in fuel assemblies within 
required status. containment.

Rev 9 (Draft 1), 10/16/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 3.9.4-1



Containment Penetrations 
3.9.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify each required containment 7 days 
penetration is in the required status.  

SR 3.9.4.2 ------------------ NOTE---------------
Not required to be met for containment 
purge and exhaust valve(s) in penetrations 
closed to comply with LCO 3.9.4.c.1.  
------------------------------------------

Verify each required containment purge and 18 months 
exhaust valve actuates to the isolation 
position on manual initiation.

MB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9

Rev 9 (Draft 1), 10/16/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 3.9.4-2



Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.4

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.4 Containment Penetrations 

BASES

BACKGROUND During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies 
within containment, a release of fission product 
radioactivity within containment will be restricted from 
escaping to the environment when the LCO requirements are 
met. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this is accomplished by 
maintaining containment OPERABLE as described in LCO 3.6.1, 
"Containment." In MODE 6, the potential for containment 
pressurization as a result of an accident is not likely; 
therefore, requirements to isolate the containment from the 
outside atmosphere can be less stringent. The LCO 
requirements are referred to as "containment closure" rather 
than "containment OPERABILITY." Containment closure means 
that all potential escape paths are closed or capable of 
being closed. Since there is no potential for containment 
pressurization, the Appendix J leakage criteria and tests 
are not required.

The containment serves to contain fission product 
radioactivity that may be released from the reactor core 
following an accident, such that offsite radiation exposures 
are maintained well within the requirements of 10 CFR 100.  
Additionally, the containment provides radiation shielding 
from the fission products that may be present in the 
containment atmosphere following accident conditions.  

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the 
containment pressure boundary, provides a means for moving 
large equipment and components into and out of containment.  
During movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies 
within containment, the equipment hatch must be held in 
place by at least four bolts. Good engineering practice 
dictates that the bolts required by this LCO be 
approximately equally spaced.  

The containment air locks, which are also part of the 
containment pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel 
access during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 unit operation in 
accordance with LCO 3.6.2, "Containment Air Locks." One of 
the containment air locks is an integral part of the 
containment equipment hatch. During refueling the air lock 
that is part of the containment equipment hatch is typically 

(continued)

Rev 9 (Draft 2), 10/25/01

MB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9 

MB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9

MB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9

MB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9

B 3.9.4-1North Anna Units 1 and 2



Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.4

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

replaced by a temporary hatch plate. While the temporary 
hatch plate is installed, there is only one air lock by which 
to enter containment. The LCO only applies to containment 
air locks that are installed. Each air lock has a door at 
both ends. The doors are normally interlocked to prevent 
simultaneous opening when containment OPERABILITY is 
required. During periods of unit shutdown when containment 
closure is not required, the door interlock mechanism may be 
disabled, allowing both doors of an air lock to remain open 
for extended periods when frequent containment entry is 
necessary. During movement of recently irradiated fuel 
assemblies within containment, containment closure is 
required; therefore, the door interlock mechanism may remain 
disabled, but one air lock door must always remain capable of 
being closed.  

The requirements for containment penetration closure ensure 
that a release of fission product radioactivity within 
containment will be restricted to within regulatory limits.  

The Containment Purge and Exhaust System includes a 36 inch 
purge penetration and a 36 inch exhaust penetration. During 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the two valves in each of the purge and 
exhaust flow paths are secured in the closed position. The 
Containment Purge and Exhaust System is not subject to a 
Specification in MODE 5.  

In MODE 6, large air exchanges are necessary to conduct 
refueling operations. The 36 inch purge system is used for 
this purpose.  

The containment penetrations that provide direct access from 
containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere must be 
isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be achieved by 
an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a manual 
isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent. Equivalent 
isolation methods must be approved and may include use of a 
material that can provide a temporary, atmospheric pressure, 
ventilation barrier for the other containment penetrations 
during recently irradiated fuel movements.

APPLICABLE During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
SAFETY ANALYSES containment, the most severe radiological consequences 

result from a fuel handling accident involving handling 
recently irradiated fuel. The fuel handling accident is a 
postulated event that involves damage to irradiated fuel 

(continued)

IMB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9

I MB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9 

MB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9 

MB 1443 

MB 1444 

R9

MB 1443 MB 1444 
R9

Rev 9 (Draft 2), 10/25/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.9.4-2



Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.4

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

(Ref. 1). Fuel handling accidents, analyzed in Reference 2, 
involve dropping a single irradiated fuel assembly and 
handling tool. The requirements of LCO 3.9.7, "Refueling 
Cavity Water Level," in conjunction with a minimum decay 
time of 100 hours prior to movement of recently irradiated 
fuel with containment closure capability or movement of fuel 
that has not been recently irradiated without containment 
closure capability ensures that the release of fission 
product radioactivity, subsequent to a fuel handling 
accident, results in doses that are well within the 
guideline values specified in 10 CFR 100. Standard Review 
Plan, Section 15.7.4, Rev. 1 (Ref. 2), defines "well within" 
10 CFR 100 to be 25% or less of the 10 CFR 100 values. The 
acceptance limits for offsite radiation exposure will be 25% 
of 10 CFR 100 values or the NRC staff approved licensing 
basis (e.g., a specified fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits).  

Containment penetrations satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 
50.36(c) (2) (ii).

This LCO limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident 
involving handling recently irradiated fuel in containment 
by limiting the potential escape paths for fission product 
radioactivity released within containment. The LCO requires 
any penetrati'on providing direct access from the containment 
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be closed except for 
the OPERABLE containment purge and exhaust penetrations and 
containment personnel air locks. For the OPERABLE 
containment purge and exhaust penetrations, this LCO ensures 
that these penetrations are isolable by a containment purge 
and exhaust isolation valve.  

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing penetration flow paths 
with direct access from the containment atmosphere to the 
outside atmosphere to be unisolated under administrative 
controls. Administrative controls ensure that 1) appropriate 
personnel are aware of the open status of the penetration 
flow path during movement of recently irradiated fuel 
assemblies within containment, and 2) specified individuals 
are designated and readily available to isolate the flow 
path in the event of a fuel handling accident.  

The containment personnel air lock doors may be open during 
movement of recently irradiated fuel in the containment 
provided that one door is capable of being closed in the 
event of a fuel handling accident. Should a fuel handling 

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.4

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

accident occur inside containment, one personnel air lock 
door will be closed following an evacuation of the 
containment.

MB 1443 
MB 1444 
R9

The containment penetration requirements are applicable 
during movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies 
within containment because this is when there is a potential 
for the limiting fuel handling accident. In MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4, containment penetration requirements are addressed by 
LCO 3.6.1. In MODES 5 and 6, when movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies within containment is not being conducted, 
the potential for a fuel handling accident does not exist.  
Additionally, due to radioactive decay, a fuel handling 
accident involving handling recently irradiated fuel (i.e., 
fuel that has occupied part of a critical reactor core within 
a time frame established by analysis. The term recently is 
defined as all irradiated fuel assemblies, until analysis is 
performed to determine a specific time.) will result in 
doses that are well within the guideline values specified in 
10 CFR 100 even without containment closure capability.  
Therefore, under these conditions no requirements are placed 
on containment penetration status.

A.1 

If the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any 
containment penetration that provides direct access from the 
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere is not in 
the required status, including the Containment Purge and 
Exhaust Isolation System not capable of manual actuation 
when the purge and exhaust valves are open, the unit must be 
placed in a condition where the isolation function is not 
needed. This is accomplished by immediately suspending 
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment. Performance of these actions shall not preclude 
completion of movement of a component to a safe position.

MB 1443 MB 1444 
R9

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1 
REQU IREMENTS This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment 

penetrations required to be in its closed position is in that 
position. The Surveillance on the open purge and exhaust 
valves will demonstrate that the valves are not blocked from 

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.4 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

closing. Also the Surveilance wil demonstrate that each144 
valve operator has motive power, which will ensure that each R9 

valve is capable of being manually closed.  

The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during movement 
of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.  
The Surveillance interval is selected to be commensurate 
with the normal duration of time to complete fuel handling 
operations. A surveillance before the start of refueling 
operations will provide two or three surveillance 
verifications during the applicable period for this LCO. As 
such, this Surveillance ensures that a postulated fuel 
handling accident involving handling recently irradiated 
fuel that releases fission product radioactivity within the 
containment will not result in a release of significant 
fission product radioactivity to the environm 'ent in excess 

MB 1443 of those recommended by Standard Review Plan 15.7.4 lMB 1444 (Ref. 2). R9 

SR 3.9.4.2 

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge 
and exhaust valve actuates to its isolation position on 
manual initiation. The 18 month Frequency maintains MB 1443 consistency with other similar valve testing requirements. 1MB 1444 

This Surveillance performed during MODE 6 will ensure that R9 

the valves are capable of being closed after a postulated MB 1443 

fuel handling accident involving handling recently R9 

irradiated fuel to limit a release of fission product 
radioactivity from the containment. The SR is modified by a 
Note stating that this Surveillance is not required to be met 
for valves in isolated penetrations. The LCO provides the 
option to close penetrations in lieu of requiring manual 
initiation capability.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 15.4.7.  

2. NUREG-0800, Rev. 2, July 1981.
I MB 1443 MB 1444 

R9

Rev 9 (Draft 2), 10/25/01North Anna Units 1 and 2 B 3.9.4-5
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Containment Penetrations 3.9.4

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.4 Containment Penetrations

LCO 3.9.4 

L-C9 3.q',C

APPLICABILITY:

The containment penetrations shall be in the following 
status: 

a. The equipment hatch closed and held in place by our2" 
bolts: --- I 

b. One door in each air lock closed: and 

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the 
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere either: 

1. closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve.  
blind flange. or equivalent, or

0 
rSI C

68 I •

2. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE 'ontainment 0 
purge andp2haust/Solationcýý 

CORE RAT-OýNS .  

During movement OT irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment.

T-S Tro S I 

• "-r r-¢-I

Rev 1. 04/07/95
WOG STS
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ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

INSERT 

------------------------------------------------------ N O TE -----------------------------------------------

Penetration flow path(s) providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the 

outside atmosphere may be unisolated under administrative controls.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Revision 9
North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page 3.9-6

Insert to Page 3.9-6North Anna Units 1 and 2



Containment Penetrations 
3.9.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -_ 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify each required containment 7 days 

penetration is in the required status.  

"',--4 " f { ,

SR 3.9.4.2 
Lf, 6 .2 .4 2.

Verify each required containment purge and 
exhaust valve actuates to the isolation 
position 

l ion/si 1.

/\I.,+ ~e JAI 4-, kh 

I " 4,a.e.,-,•Cs) ,s'3 pe. 9e- 7ic,," t ,J '" 

3.9-7

=

0 " M

Rev 1. 04/07/95
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

1. The brackets are removed and the proper plant specific information/value is provided.  

2. ISTS LCO 3.9.4.c states that each penetration providing direct access from the 

containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere must be either be closed or "capable 

of being closed by an OPERABLE Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation System." 

ISTS SR 3.4.9.2 requires verification that each required containment purge and exhaust 

valve actuates to the isolation position on an actual or simulated actuation signal. North 

Anna CTS 3.9.4.c.2 states that the containment purge and exhaust must be capable of 

being closed by an OPERABLE "automatic" valve and CTS Surveillance 4.6.3.1.2.c 

states that the containment purge and exhaust valves must be verified to close on a 

Containment Purge and Exhaust isolation signal. ITS LCO 3.9.4.c states that each 

penetration providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside 

atmosphere must be either be closed or "capable of being closed by an OPERABLE 

containment purge and exhaust isolation valve." ITS SR 3.9.4.2 states that each required , 

containment purge and exhaust valve must be verified to actuate to the isolation position 

on manual initiation. This eliminates the requirement for automatic closure of the 

containment purge and exhaust valves on a high radiation signal from the containment.  

The North Anna analysis for a fuel handling accident does not assume that the 

containment purge and exhaust valves are automatically closed following the event. As 

stated in the Safety Evaluation for North Anna license amendment 198 / 179, dated 

February 27, 1996, "The staff's dose calculation was based on the assumption that all of 

the radioactive material released to the containment escapes the containment within 2 

hours." No credit is taken for automatic closure of the containment purge and exhaust 

valves. The North Anna CTS is not consistent with the NRC approved analysis in that 

the CTS requires a system to be OPERABLE that is not assumed in the accident analysis 

The ITS corrects this inconsistency. Eliminating the requirement for automatic closure 

using the Containment Purge and Exhaust System from the ITS also makes the treatment 

of the containment purge and exhaust valves consistent with the treatment of all other 

penetrations, which can be unisolated under administrative control provided they can be 

promptly closed in the event of a fuel handling accident.  

Therefore, these changes are consistent with the North Anna fuel handling accident 

analysis and the NRC's Safety Evaluation of February 27, 1996.  

"oI 1441

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 9
Revision 9North Anna Units I and 2 Page 1



Containment Penetrations B 3.9.4

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.4 Containment Penetrations

BAS ES

BACKGROUND DuringETm ormovement of rradiated fuel 
assemblies within containment, a release of fission product 
radioactivity within containment will be restricted from 
escaping to the environment when the LCO requirements are 
met. In MODES 1. 2. 3, and 4. this is accomplished by 
maintaining containment OPERABLE as described in LCO 3.6.1.  
"Containment." In MODE 6. the potential for containment 
pressurization as a result of an accident is not likely: 
therefore, requirements to isolate the containment from the 
outside atmosphere can be less stringent. The LCO 
requirements are referred to as "containment closure" rather 
than "containment OPERABILITY." Containment closure means 
that all potential escape paths are closed or capable of 
being closed. Since there is no potential for containment 
pressurization, the Appendix J leakage criteria and tests 
are not required.  

The containment serves to contain fission product 
radioactivity that may be released from the reactor core 
following an accident. such that offsite radiation exposures 
are maintained well within the requirements of 10 CFR 100.  
Additionally, the containment provides radiation shielding 
from the fission products that may be present in the 
containment atmosphere following accident conditions.

"'-Sr"r,- 5" 
~M 9 /O

M 1q

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the 
containment pressure boundary. provides a means for moving 
large e ui ment and nts into and out of containment.  
DuringN E ER AT O movement of0irradiated fuel ET'•p-V 
assemblies within containment, the equipment hatch must be 
held in place by at least four bolts. Good engineering 
practice dictates that the bolts required by this LCO be 
approximately equally spaced.  

The containment air locks, which are also part of the 

containment pressure boundary. provide a means for personnel 
access during MODES 1. 2. 3. and 4 unit operation in )0 
accordance with LCO 3.6.2. "Containment Air Locks." €Each & t443 

air lock has a door at both ends. The doors are normally M M(I 444 

interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening when containment A 
OPERABILITY is required. During periods of unit shutdown 

(continued)
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ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

INSERT 

M8 IV 
One of the containment air locks is an integral part of the containment equipment hatch. A"6"'s 

During refueling the air lock that is part of the containment equipment hatch is typically R 

replaced by a temporary hatch plate. While the temporary hatch plate is installed, there is 
only one air lock by which to enter containment. The LCO only applies to containment air 
locks that are installed.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page B 3.9-11 Revision 9
Revision 9North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page B 3.9-11



Containment Penetrations B 3.9.4

BASES

BACKGROUND when containment closure is not required, the door interlock 

(continued) mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an air 
lock to remain open for extended periods when froent 
containment entry is necessary. During r0-T 9 TI°r 

) -e, movementn__ irradiated fuel assemblies wiTnRincontainment.  
containment closure is required: therefore, the door 

interlock mechanism may remain disabled. but one air lock 

door must always remainclosed. /,

The requirements for containment penetration closure ensure 
that a release of fission product radioactivity within 
containment will be restricte rom caping to the 

en-ronme . e c ondre restrict ns are sufficie t ,(restri rre adiosarc.tn s 

rsr fission pr•uct vity release ff ( 
\ ,-r÷rrnmc~nt chp t/' a fuel handI n accidentduriA

exchanger' are ecessary to conduct TheT.nomal " ur e stem i 
an four valve ar oseaDby 

•i CO 3.3.2, "Enginea. ed Safety• 

iem (ESF.AS).-I on.u 

remains operational in . n 

closed by the ESFAS.

inipurge system is not used ieiODE 6. All four 8 i 
"yalves are secured in the closeqosition.  

The b containment penetrations that provide direct 

access from containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere

(continued) 
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Containment Penetrations B 3.9.4

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

must be isolated on at least one side. Isolation may be 
achieved by an OPERABLE automatic isolation valve, or by a 
manual isolation valve, blind flange. or equivalent.  
Equivalent isolation methods must be approved and may 
include use of a material that can provide a temporary.  
atmospheric pressure. ventilation barrier for the other 
containment penetrations during fuel movements( !

Duril 1=5o movement of irradiated fuel 
,ainment. the most severe radiological c- _ 

tom a Tuel nanling accident. The fuel 
Spostiulated event that involves damage 

f •.Fuel handlinq accidents. Lu 3 •rp

its oilni mum
daa'ti~m of 100 hours-prior to-ensu~e' 

,,--that t e release o ission product radioactivity.  
subsequent to a fuel handling accident, results in doses 
that are well within the guideline values specified in 
S100. Standard Review Plan. Section 15.7.4. Rev. 1 

f(Ref.ifl , defines "well within" 10 CFR 100 to be 25% or less 
of the 10 CFR 100 values. The acceptance limits for offsite 
radiation exposure will be 25% of 10 CFR 100 values or the 
NRC staff approved licensing basis (e.g.. a specified 
fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits).

ntainmen enetrations Po I t~ement
satisf Criterion 3 of th

LCD - This LCO limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident k",' 0 

in containment by limiting the potential escape paths for 
fission product radioactivityreleased within containment. -.  
The LCO requires any penetration providing direct access 

from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to 
be closed except for the OPERABLE containment purge and 4- from t eaust penetration . For the OPERABLE containment purge T-•-• gE 

and ex aus pene raions-. ths LCO ensures that these 
e onrVe -so- e x ontainMent ur and 

x s o taust so atio Ss J he 0 TY requytme-hts,;;r ( 
11n ir nurae and,-haust W e

(continued)
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ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

INSERT 1 

movement of recently irradiated fuel with containment closure capability or movement of fuel1 

that has not been recently irradiated without containment closure capability 

INSERT 2 

---------------------------------------------- REVIEW ER'S N -------------------------------------------

The allowance to have containment personn ir lock doors open and penetration flow 
paths with direct access from the contain nt atmosphere to the outside atmosphere t e 
unisolated during fuel movement and RE ALTERATIONS is based on (1) confirm ry 

dose calculations of a fuel handlin ccident as approved by the NRC staff which i cate 

acceptable radiological conse nces and (2) commitments from the licensee toi plement 

acceptable administrati edures that ensure in the event of a refueling ac dent (even 

though the containme ssion product control function is not required to me acceptable 
dose consequence hat the open airlock can and will be promptly closed Ilowing 
containment e•vation and that the open penetration(s) can and will b romptly closed.  

The time e such penetrations or combination of penetrations s 11 be included in the 
confirma/e dose calculations. _ _•_...... ........

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page B 3.9-13 Revision 9
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Containment Penetrations B 3.9.4

BASES

•rL r/-312

APPLICABILITY The containment _ enetration requrement are applicable 

durinrig Gq•m-ýrT .movement of irradiated fuel e s1 
.j4ý I;,wýix ý assemblie withii containment because this is when there i 

V po ential or fuel handling accident. In MODES 1. 2. 3.  
and 4. containment penetration requiremts are addressed by 
LCO 3.6.1. In MODES 5 and 6, when M AR -MA S oQr TD, 

movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment 

(g not being conducted. the potential for a fuel handling 
accident does not exist. Therefore, under these conditions Ts -'" 

no require are p aced on containment penetration J 
Ostatus.  

ACTIONS Ajf ..- rFi5

SURVEILLANCE.  
REQUIREMENTS

If the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any IS 

containment penetration that provides direct access from the 

containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere is not in 
the required status, including the Containment Pu annd 

Exhaust Isolation System not capable of(Q actuation I ] 

when the purge and exhaust valves are open. the unit must be 

placed in a condition where the isolation function is not 

ed ed. accomplished by immediately suspendinga . 7TV

• ONS fmovement ofirradiated fuel assemblies J ' 

in containment. Performance of these actions sal not 

preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position.  

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment 
penetrations required to be in its closed position is in 
that position. The Surveillance on the open purge and 

exhaust valves will demonstrate that the valves are not 
blocked from closing. Also the Surveillance will

(continued)
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ITS 3.9.4 BASES, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

INSERT 1 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing penetration flow paths with direct access from the 
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be unisolated under administrative 
controls. Administrative controls ensure that 1) appropriate personnel are aware of the 
open status of the penetration flow path during 0 C)BzA•TERAJS or movement of 'v"., ~' 
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, and 2) specified individuals are designated 
and readily available to isolate the flow path in the event of a fuel handling accident.  

INSER___..:T 2 

The containment personnel airlock doors may be open during movement oirradiated fuel in] 
the containment and ORE AL lONS rovided that one door is capable of 
being closed in the event of a fuel handling accident. Should a fuel handling accident occur 
inside containment, one personnel airlock door will be closed following an evacuation of the 
containment.  

INSERT 3 

Additionally, due to radioactive decay, a fuel handling accident involving handling recently 
irradiated fuel (i.e., fuel that has occupied part of a critical reactor core within a time frame 
established by analysis. The term recently is defined as all irradiated fuel assemblies, until 
analysis is performed to determine a specific time.) will result in doses that are well within 
the guideline values specified in 10 CFR 100 even without containment closure capability. JO

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page B 3.9-14 Revision 9
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ITS 3.9.4 BASES, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

INSERT 4 

------------------------------ REVIE f O -------------------------

The addition of the term "recently" asso) afed with handling irradiated fuel in all of the 
containment function Technical Spefcation requirements is only applicable to those 
licensees who have demonstrat y analysis that after sufficient radioactive decay has 
occurred, off-site doses resu g from a fuel handling accident remain below the Standard 
Review Plan limits (well in lOCFR100).  

Additionally, licen es adding the term "recently" must make the following commitment 
which is consi nt with draft NUMARC 93-01, Revision 3, Section 11.2.6 "Safety 
Assessme or Removal of Equipment from Service During Shutdown Conditions," 
subhea g "Containment -Primary (PWR)/Secondary (BWR)." 

"e following guidelines are included in the assessment of systems removed from service 
during movement irradiated fuel: 

- During fuel handling/core alterations, ventilation system and radiation monitor 
availability (as defined in NUMARC 91-06) should be assessed, with respect to 
filtration and monitoring of releases from the fuel. Following shutdown, radio ivity in 

the fuel decays away fairly rapidly. The basis of the Technical Specificati 
OPERABILITY amendment is the reduction in doses due to such dec . The goal of 
maintaining ventilation system and radiation monitor availability is t, reduce doses 
even further below that provided by the natural decay. z 

- A single normal or contingency method to promptly close' primary or secondary 
containment penetrations should be developed. Suc rompt methods need not 

completely block the penetration or be capable o sisting pressure.  

The purpose of the "prompt methods" mentione above are to enable ventilation systems to 

draw the release from a postulated fuel han Xdg accident in the proper direction such that it S ............. ........: .... .................... .......... ..j 
can be treated and monitored."

Al413 g4'4t,

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Insert to Page B 3.9-14 Revision 9
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Containment Penetrations B 3.9.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1 (continued) Mo nM-c 
REQU IREM ENTSa eh r demonstrate that each valve operator has motive ower. whic 

will ensure that each valve is capablenof bei ng o•"-se '
ERA automatic con. .ent ur e _•and ixsola n )IS 

The Surveillance is perfo ery 7 days during-c-- TLTF
movement of irradiated fuel assemb ies within 

ain2men . The Surveillance interval is selected to be 
commensurate with the normal duration of time to complete 
fuel handling operations. A surveillance before the start 
o of refueling operations will provide two or three 
surveillance verifications during the applicable period for 
J r -1fthis LCO. As such. this Surveillance ensures that a 

\•r-~J,' /----- postulated fuel handling accidentjthat releases fission 
product ra ioactivity within the containment will not result 
in a release of fissi n roduct radioactivity to the -j "evronmen 
•nenvl ms e 

This Surveillance demonstrates that each containment purge 
k•'e4-- f'I '". ~ and exhaust valve actuates. to its isolation position on 

/ m l initiation a ctual Io::i 1u ated n 
ad* p•s• na The 18 month Frequency maintains 

i nwith othr similarJSFAS ins rumenta n and

MI0 1i•j 

48"1 " /.fV l

I MV8 113 
Ef A ,~ 141P

lye testin re uireme .In•LCO 3.3.6. the ntainment 
rg n xhaus solation instrumentation quires a 
ANNEL CHECK ry 12 hours and a COT eve 92 days to 
sure the c nel OPERABILITY during r eling operations.  
ery 18 m hs a CHANNEL CALIBRATION performed. The 
stem a uation response time is d nstrated every 
i mon s. during refueling, on a AGGERED TEST BASIS.  
3 .3.5 demonstrates that th isolation time of e 

e is in accordance wi h mirp Tetin 
ui rement-Thes.urveillance5ý-performed durinq MODEQ 6

sreta t tle.Palves are capable of iEfiqOgaft er a 
)stulated fuel handling accident.o limit a release of 
ssion product radioactivity from the containment.&

511iv~ 

MIPt'

(continued) W I
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ITS 3.9.4 BASES, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

INSERT 
4/,1F3H 

The SR is modified by a Note stating that this Surveillance is not required to be met for 

valves in isolated penetrations. The LCO provides the option to close penetrations in lieu of 
requiring automatic actuation capability.

North Anna Units I and 2 Insert to Page B 3.9-15 Revision 9
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Containment Penetrations B 3.9.4

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES
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1. GPU pe~~r Safety EvaljuaJqenS -0002000 -ORD•.Rev.. 0.  

• y 20. 1988. •
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.9.4 BASES, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

1. Changes are made (additions, deletions, and/or changes) to the ISTS which reflect the 
plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description, analysis, or licensing 
basis description.  

2. The reference to a Fuel Handling Accident being initiated by CORE ALTERATIONS or lq*g r'q3 
the dropping of a heavy object onto irradiated fuel assemblies is deleted from the g r-,' 

Applicable Safety Analyses section of the Bases. CORE ALTERATIONS or dropping of j,• 
a heavy object onto irradiated fuel assemblies are not assumed to initiate a Fuel Handling 
Accident. Only the dropping of an irradiated fuel assembly is assumed to initiate a Fuel 
Handling Accident.  

3. The criteria of the NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications 
Improvements have been included in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Therefore, references in the 

ISTS Bases to the NRC Final Policy Statement are revised in the ITS Bases to reference 
10 CFR 50.36.  

4. Changes are made to reflect consistency with or those changes made to the ITS. The 
following requirements are renumbered or revised, where applicable, to reflect the 
changes.  

5. TSTF-51 changed the Applicability of ISTS 3.9.4 by eliminating the Applicability, 11 9 W,13 

"During CORE ALTERATIONS," and applying the requirements only during movement 11 8 

of "recently" irradiated fuel. Changes to the ISTS 3.9.4 Bases by other TSTFs did not 
include this change. Therefore, these changes have been revised to be consistent with the 
changes made by TSTF-51.  

6. TSTF-68 and TSTF-312 add very similar Reviewer's Notes to the Bases. (In Revision 2 

of NUREG-1431, the two Reviewer's Notes are combined into one Note.) The Notes 
state that the allowance to have containment personnel air lock doors open and ,, 3 
penetration flow paths with direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside G 1 '00 

atmosphere unisolated during fuel movement is based on (1) confirmatory dose f0 

calculations of a fuel handling accident as approved by the NRC staff which indicate 

acceptable radiological consequences and (2) commitments from the licensee to 
implement acceptable administrative procedures that ensure in the event of a refueling 

accident that the open airlock can and will be promptly closed following containment 

evacuation and that the open penetration(s) can and will be promptly closed. The time to 

close such penetrations or combination of penetrations shall be included in the 

confirmatory dose calculations. The confirmatory dose calculations for a fuel handling 

accident were approved by the NRC staff in a Safety Evaluation for License Amendment 

198/179 dated February 27, 1996. The time to close such penetrations or combination of 

penetrations was included in the confirmatory dose calculations. The Company commits 

to implement acceptable administrative procedures that ensure in the event of a refueling 

accident that the open airlock can and will be promptly closed following containment 

evacuation and that the open penetration(s) can and will be promptly closed.

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 1 Revision 9
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS 
ITS 3.9.4 BASES, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

7. TSTF-51 revises the ISTS to only apply Technical Specification controls during 

movement of "recently" irradiated fuel. A fuel handling accident without containment 

closure with fuel that has not been irradiated "recently" will not result in offsite doses that A1g i4Y) 

exceed the guidelines in 10 CFR 100. Therefore, the containment closure requirements 'M ,pif 

are only required when moving recently irradiated fuel assemblies. The proposed Bases P 
in TSTF-51 defines "recently" irradiated fuel as fuel that has been part of a critical reactor 

core within a licensee-specified number of days. The Company has not determined a 

plant-specific value for this decay time. Therefore, the Bases are modified to state that 

until analyses are performed to determine a specific value, all irradiated fuel assemblies 

will be considered "recently irradiated." This change appears in the Applicable Safety 

Analysis and Applicability sections of the Bases. This change is appropriate because it 

maintains Technical Specifications controls on all irradiated fuel and provides the ability 

to establish a specific decay time as the definition of "recently" irradiated under the 

Technical Specifications Bases Control Program.  

A Reviewer's Note is added to the ISTS 3.9.4 Bases to explain the application of TSTF

51, which requires a commitment from the licensee. As stated in TSTF-51, the 

commitment described in the Reviewer's Note in TSTF-51 is consistent with 

requirements in NUMARC 93-01. The Company joined the rest of the nuclear industry 

in committing to implement NUMARC 93-01. Therefore, no additional actions were 

necessary to implement this commitment.  

8. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has been 

provided.  

/K a IL4Y#
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ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

UNIT I
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(2i
- TTS

02-27-96

REFUELING OPERATIONS 

CONTAINMENT BUILDING PENETRATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION | 1-180 

3.9.4 The containment building penetrations shall be in the following status: 

a. The equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts, 

b. A minimum of one door in each airlock is closed, * and 

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the 

outside atmosphere shall be either. • " " 

1. Closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, 1 ar valvdg or 

2. Be capable of being closed by an OPERABLEut atic oýntainmen Purge 

and Exhaust isolation valve.  

APPLICABILITY- Durting Tmovemrent o adiated fuel within the3 (30

ACTION:

With the res of the above specification not satisfied, immediately suspend all operations 

involving(CO-ýRA lNS or movement oýirradiated fuel in the containment building.

once per 7 days during(CO.E ALTERATIONS'o movement of~irradiated fuel in the containment 
building by: 

n f ations are in thrir-cdedr comndtion, _-6i 

b. Te the Containment Purge p--Exhaust isolation valves system per the 
pplicable portions of pecations 4.6.3.1.2 and 4.9.9 

Y~q¥ 

* Both doors of the containment personnel airlock may be open provided: 

a. One personnel airlock door is OPERABLE (i.e., the door is capable of being 
closed ..nd u.an ind.ivid ated tk the d

"bl. The at least 23 feet of above the top of 
41..-lanee durine movemenr6f fuel assemblies widTr

is at least 23 feet of water akove the top of irrm 
the reactor p ssure vessel ding CORE AL' 
nent of fuel ass mblies.

51" the contaifiiment person irlock are open 
one door shall be ied to be capable of be 

requency.

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 9-4 Amendment No. 198
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4-22-94CONTAINMENT SYS"EMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

b. Prior to returning the valve to service after maintenance. repair or 
replacement work is performed on the valve or its associated 
actuator, control or power circuit by performance of the applicable'l 
cycling test and verification of isolation time. A /.e 

4.6.3.1.2 Each containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated 
OPERABLE during the COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUEUNG MODE at least once 
per 18 months by: 

a. Verifying that on a Phase A containment isolation test signal, each 
-Phase A isolation valve actuates to its isolation position.  

b. Verifying that on a Phase B containment isolation test signal, eacht 
Phase B isolation valve actuates to Its isolation position. L 

C. Verifying that na nment P srand stiso10o si 
'. 2 each Purge and Exhaust tactuates to its isolation position.  

d. yclng each weight or spring kisded check valve not tesabn during plant operation, through one complete cycle of full travel and _ 

verifying that each check valve remains closed when the differential 
pressure in the direction of flow is less than 1.2 psid and opens 

when the differential pressure in the direction of flow is greater than 
or equa to 1.2 psid but lm than 5.0 psl 

4.6.3.1.3 The isolation time of each power operated or automatic 
containment isolation valve shall be determined to be within its limit when tested 
pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.  0 1 -V A 4. J/F 8 q 

• ~M • , '1

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 6-16 Amendment No.,3. 181
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ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

UNIT 2
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02-27-96

REFUELING OPERATIONS 

CONTAINMENT BUILDING PENETRATIONS 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION 

3.9.4 The containment building penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four bolts,

3, d 1 q, b. A minimum of one door in each airlock is closed, * and 

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the 

6o Y, 7. i.C outside atmosphere shall be either. • r 

1. Closed by an isolation valve, blind flangeolye or 

2. Be capable of being closed by an OPERABL E_•ut~atic Containment Purge 

C0 /VA-- and Exhaust isolation valve. 4- L,. o , k 

. 'APPLICAB IL TY " D uring@£ or ovem ent of irradiated fuel w ithin 

"APPLCABIITY containment.  

ACTION: 

Ac4,;,- With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately suspend all operations 

AJ . involving RA1 S or ovement otirradiated fuel in the containment building.  

Th visions of Specifinati3.0.3 are no).4plicable.

ith'Nk 00 hours jp~'or to the'strt of~n 'f least

once per 7 days during(CORE ALTE PA 'ONS o movement otirrmated xuei in the co 

b u ild in g b y : " 

a.'ying the penetration h�eir closedfisolated cogdid6n, orý

*Both doors of the contai nment personnel airloek may be open provided: a. One personnel airlock door is OPERABLE (i.e., the door is cp 
closed 6n ýninividuals-design.ated to clsethe .d.9o• an• 

Sbl. isat least 23 feet of3Alaove the top of the reac!9`Vt• b .,"/ange during• movementof fuel assemblies within .the-6ntainmic 
/b2. "Nere is at least 23 feet bwater above the tOlg qf irradiated fuel 

S with'i the reactor pressur.else during CORE •TERATION: 
mv~em't of fuel assemblies. ---------

**If both ds of the containimentpersonne) airock are open purs to 
0.vabove, one door sh•4 verified to be capable of closed a

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2 3/4 9-4 Amendment No. 179 
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8-21-80

REFUELING OPERATIONS 

CONTAINMENT BUILDING PENETRATIONS 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 2 3/4 9-5
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D
NTANMSYSTEMS 4-22-94

S SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 
4.6.3.1.2 Each containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated 
OPERABLE during the COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUEUNG MODE at least once 
per 18 months by: 

a.. Verifying that on a Phase A containment isolation test signal, each 
Phase A isolation valve actuates to its isolation position.  

Sb. Verifying that on a Phase B containment isolation test signal, eachc 
•..Phase B isolaton valve jactuat es, to Its isolation position.  

C .'.Z. erifying th na nrnentP and SiSO nsi nalt 
each Purge and Exhaust valve actuates to its :s aio-n • ;ition. " 

d. Cycling each weight or spring loaded check valve not testable 
during plant operation, through ane complete cycle of full travel and 
verifying that each check valve remains closed when the differential 
pressure in the direction of flow is less than 1.2 psid and opens 
when the differential pressure in the direction of flow is greater than 
or equal to 1.2 psid but less than 5.0 psid.  

4.6.3.1.3 The isolation time of each power operated or automatic 
containment isolation valve shil be detei'rrined to be within its limit when tested 
pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.  

olA vA
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES 

A.1 In the conversion of the North Anna Current Technical Specifications (CTS) to the 

plant specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain changes (wording 

preferences, editorial changes, reformatting, revised numbering, etc.) are made to 

obtain consistency with NUREG-1431, Rev. 1, "Standard Technical Specifications

Westinghouse Plants" (ISTS).  

These changes are designated as administrative changes and are acceptable because 

they do not result in technical changes to the CTS.  ,M6 j.,t 

A.2 CTS 3.9.4 states, "The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable." CTS 

3.9.4 is only applicable during specified conditions of MODE 6. ITS 3.9.4 does not Aq 

include this statement. ITS LCO 3.0.3 states, "LCO 3.0.3 is only applicable in 

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4." This changes CTS by deleting an allowance already 

provided in a different portion of the ITS.  

This change is acceptable because ITS LCO 3.0.3 requirements are consistent with 

those stated in the CTS. This change is designated as administrative because it does 

not result in technical changes to the CTS.  

A.3 CTS 4.9.4 states, in part, "Each of the above required containment building 

penetrations shall be determined to be either in its closed/isolated condition or 

capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic Containment Purge and 

Exhaust isolation valve ... by verifying the penetrations are in their closed/isolated 

condition." ITS SR 3.9.4.1 states, "Verify each required containment penetration is in 

the required status." This changes the CTS by eliminating the discussion of the 

required status of the containment penetrations from the Surveillance.  
A4 1'4N 3 

This change is acceptable because the CTS requirements have not changed. The M S ,,qt 

required status of the penetrations in CTS 4.9.4 is the same as the description in CTS ,q 9 

LCO 3.9.4. The ITS eliminates this duplication by referring to the "required status" of 

the penetrations and relying on the LCO description. The changes to the CTS LCO 

requirements are described in other DOCS. This change is designated as 

administrative because it does not result in technical changes to the CTS.  

A.4 CTS 4.9.4.a is modified by a footnote ** which states "If both doors of the 

containment personnel airlock are open pursuant to Specification 3.9.4.b above, one 

door shall be verified to be capable of being closed at the above surveillance 

frequency." ITS SR 3.9.4.1 states, "Verify each required containment penetration is 

in the required status." This changes the CTS by eliminating the explicit discussion 

of the containment personnel airlock surveillance testing.  

This change is acceptable because the CTS requirements have not changed. Both the 

CTS and the ITS require verification that one containment airlock door is capable of

Revision 9 
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

being closed every 7 days. This change is designated as administrative because it 
does not result in technical changes to the CTS.  

A.5 CTS 3.9.4, Footnote *, states that both doors of the containment personnel airlock Aa qq1 

may be open provided, in part, that there is at least 23 feet of water above the top of R4 

the reactor pressure vessel flange during movement of fuel assemblies within the 

containment. ITS 3.9.4 does not contain these restrictions.  

This change is acceptable because the requirements in the footnote are duplicative of 

the requirements of ITS LCO 3.9.7, which requires > 23 feet of water above the top of 

the reactor vessel flange during movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies 
within containment. Addition of the word "recently" is addressed in the DOCs of ITS 

3.9.7. This change is designated as administrative because it does not result in 

technical changes to the CTS.  

MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

None 

RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS 

None 

REMOVED DETAIL CHANGES /m W4,3 

None 

LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES 

L.1 (Category 1 - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) CTS 3.9.4.c.1 states that one option 

for the status of a containment penetration is for it to be, "Closed by an isolation 

valve, blind flange, or manual valve." ITS 3.9.4.c.1 states that one option for the 

status of a containment penetration is, "Closed by a manual or automatic isolation 

valve, blind flange, or equivalent." As all isolation valves are either manual or 

automatic, the addition of this phrase to the CTS does not result in a change. This 

changes the CTS by eliminating the phrase "manual valve" and adding the option of 

having, "or equivalent," as the means of closing the penetration.  

The purpose of CTS 3.9.4 is to ensure the containment penetrations are in the 

condition assumed in the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) inside containment analysis.  

This change is acceptable because the LCO requirements continue to ensure that the 

structures, systems, and components are maintained consistent with the safety

North Anna Units 1 and 2 Page 2 Revision 9
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DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS 3.9.4, CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS 

analyses and licensing basis. The option of using an equivalent means of containment 
penetration isolation is added, which is described in the Bases. This includes the use 

of manual valves, so the current CTS allowance is retained in the ITS. This change is 

designated as less restrictive because less stringent LCO requirements are being 

applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.2 (Category 7- Relaxation Of Surveillance Frequency) CTS 4.9.4 states that specified IM G Iw 

containment penetration surveillances shall be performed, "within 100 hours prior to K') 

the start of and at least once per 7 days during..." the specified conditions. ITS SR 

3.9.4.1 do not include the, "within 100 hours prior to the start of" Frequency. ITS SR 

3.0.1 states, "SRs shall be met during the MODES or other specified conditions in the 

Applicability for the individual LCOs, unless otherwise stated in the SR." Therefore, 

under the ITS, the Surveillances must be met prior to the initiation of movement of 

recently irradiated fuel. This changes the CTS by eliminating the stipulation that the 

Surveillances be met within 100 hours prior to entering the MODE of Applicability.  

The purpose of CTS 4.9.4 is to verify the equipment required to meet the LCO is 

OPERABLE. This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has 

been evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability.  

For CTS 4.9.4, the Surveillance Frequency of 7 days verifying containment 
penetrations are in the required status is acceptable during the MODE of 

Applicability, and is also acceptable during the period pri6r to entering the MODE of 

Applicability. This change is designated as less restrictive because Surveillances will 

be performed less frequently under the ITS than under the CTS.  

L.3 (Category 7 - Relaxation Of Surveillance Frequency) CTS 4.9.4 includes a 

surveillance Frequency of once per 7 days during specified times in the MODE of 

Applicability for testing Containment Purge and Exhaust System OPERABILITY.  
The ITS SR 3.9.4.2 Frequency for the same requirement is 18 months. This changes 

the CTS by changing the Surveillance Frequency from 7 days to 18 months.  

The purpose of CTS 4.9.4 is to verify the equipment required to meet the LCO is 

OPERABLE. This change is acceptable because the new Surveillance Frequency has 

been evaluated to ensure that it provides an acceptable level of equipment reliability.  

Containment Purge and Exhaust valve testing is still required, but at a Frequency 
consistent with the testing frequency for containment isolation valves required in 

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. This Frequency provides an appropriate degree of assurance 

that the valves are OPERABLE. This change is designated as less restrictive because 

Surveillances will be performed less frequently under the ITS than under the CTS.  

L.4 (Category 1 - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) ITS LCO 3.9.4 Note states, 

"Penetration flow path(s) providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to I oc 

the outside atmosphere may be unisolated under administrative controls." CTS 3.9.4 

does not include such an allowance. This changes the CTS by allowing containment
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penetration flow paths to be unisolated under administrative controls during 
movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies.  

The purpose of CTS 3.9.4 is to ensure the containment penetrations are in the 

condition assumed in the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) inside containment analysis.  
This change is acceptable because the LCO requirements continue to ensure that the 
structures, systems, and components are maintained consistent with the safety 
analyses and licensing basis. The Reviewer's Note in the ISTS LCO Bases associated 
with the LCO Note states that the allowance to have the personnel air lock doors open ,41,FS 

and the penetration flow paths unisolated under administrative control requires 
confirmatory dose calculations approved by the NRC staff and commitments from the 

licensee to implement acceptable administrative procedures to ensure that in the event 

of a refueling accident that the open penetration(s) can and will be promptly closed.  
The Company commits to implementing administrative procedures to ensure that in 
the event of a refueling accident, the open air locks and open penetration(s) can and 
will be promptly closed. This change is designated as less restrictive because less 

stringent LCO requirements are being applied in the ITS than were applied in the 
CTS.  

L.5 (Category 2 - Relaxation of Applicability) CTS 3.9.4 is applicable during CORE 
ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment.  
ITS 3.9.4 is applicable during movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment. References to CORE ALTERATIONS in CTS 3.9.4 are eliminated in 
the Applicability, Action, and Surveillances. All references in CTS 3.9.4 to irradiated 
fuel are changed to "recently" irradiated fuel. This changes the CTS by eliminating 
requirements for containment closure during CORE ALTERATIONS and movement 
of fuel that is not recently irradiated.  

The purpose of CTS 3.9.4 is to ensure the containment penetrations are in the 
condition assumed in the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) inside containment analysis.  
This change is acceptable because the requirements continue to ensure that the 
structures, systems, and components are maintained in the MODES and other 
specified conditions assumed in the safety analyses and licensing basis. There are no 

accidents postulated to occur during CORE ALTERATIONS which result in 
significant radioactive release except a fuel handling accident. The analysis for a fuel 

handling accident assumes it is only initiated by movement of irradiated fuel. No 
CORE ALTERATIONS except the movement of irradiated fuel are assumed to 
initiate a fuel handling accident. Therefore, imposing requirements during CORE 
ALTERATIONS in addition to during movement of irradiated fuel is unnecessary.  

Fuel handling accidents involving irradiated fuel that has not been recently irradiated 
will not result in offsite doses in excess of the guidelines in 10 CFR Part 100, even 
without containment closure. Recently irradiated fuel is defined by the decay time 

since the fuel has been part of a critical reactor core. The Company has not 
determined this plant-specific value for North Anna. Therefore, the Bases state that 
"recently irradiated" fuel is all irradiated fuel, until such time as the appropriate
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analyses are performed and the Bases modified in accordance with the Technical 
Specifications Bases Control Program. This change is designated as less restrictive 
because the LCO requirements are applicable in fewer operating conditions than in 
the CTS.  

L.6 (Category 1 - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) CTS 3.9.4.c.2 requires open 
containment purge and exhaust valves to be capable of being closed by an /,g ,13 
OPERABLE automatic Containment Purge and Exhaust isolation valve. CTS 
Surveillance 4.9.4.b requires testing the Containment Purge and Exhaust isolationg4 

valves and system per the applicable portions of Specification 4.6.3.1.2 and 4.9.9.  
CTS Surveillance 4.6.3.1.2.c requires verifying every 18 months that on a 
Containment Purge and Exhaust isolation signal, each Purge and Exhaust valve 
actuates to its isolation position. ITS LCO 3.9.4.c.2 states that open containment 

Spurge and exhaust valves be capable of being closed by an OPERABLE isolation 
valve. ITS SR 3.9.4.2 requires verification that each required containment purge and 
exhaust valve actuates to the isolation position on manual initiation. This changes the 
CTS by eliminating the requirement that open containment purge and exhaust valves 
close automatically on a Containment Purge and Exhaust isolation signal.  

The purpose of CTS 3.9.4 is to ensure the containment penetrations are in the 
condition assumed in the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) inside containment analysis.  
This change is acceptable because the LCO requirements continue to ensure that the 
structures, systems, and components are maintained consistent with the safety 
analyses and licensing basis. The North Anna analysis for a fuel handling accident 
does not assume that the containment purge and exhaust valves are automatically 
closed following the event. As stated in the Safety Evaluation for North Anna license 
amendment 198 / 179, dated February 27, 1996, "The staff's dose calculation was 
based on the assumption that all of the radioactive material released to the 
containment escapes the containment within 2 hours." No credit is taken for automatic 
closure of the containment purge and exhaust valves. The North Anna CTS is not 
consistent with the NRC approved analysis in that the CTS requires a system to be 
OPERABLE that is not assumed in the accident analysis. The ITS corrects this 
inconsistency. Eliminating the requirement for automatic closure using the 
Containment Purge and Exhaust System from the ITS also makes the treatment of the 
containment purge and exhaust valves consistent with the treatment of all other 
penetrations, which can be unisolated under administrative controls provided they can 
be promptly closed in the event of a fuel handling accident. This change is designated 
as less restrictive because less stringent LCO requirements are being applied in the 
ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.7 (Category 1 - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) CTS 3.9.4.b, footnote *, part b.2, 
states that if both personnel airlock doors are open, there must be at least 23 feet of 
water above the top of irradiated fuel assemblies within the reactor pressure vessel 
during CORE ALTERATIONS excluding movement of fuel assemblies. The ITS
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does not have that restriction. This changes the CTS by eliminating the requirement 
on water level during CORE ALTERATIONS when both containment personnel 
airlock doors are open.  

The purpose of CTS 3.9.4 is to ensure the containment penetrations are in the 
condition assumed in the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) inside containment analysis.  
This change is acceptable because the LCO requirements continue to ensure that the 
structures, systems, and components are maintained consistent with the safety 
analyses and licensing basis. CORE ALTERATIONS, excluding movement of fuel 
assemblies, is not assumed to initiate a Fuel Handling Accident. As the water level 
above the fuel and the requirements for isolating containment are only assumed in the 
analysis of a Fuel Handling Accident, and CORE ALTERATIONS cannot cause a 
Fuel Handling Accident, these requirements are not necessary and are eliminated.  
This change is designated as less restrictive because less stringent LCO requirements 
are being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.  

L.8 (Category 1 - Relaxation of LCO Requirements) CTS 3.9.4.b is modified by a 06 '1,-' 

footnote * and part a of footnote * states that both doors of the containment personnel 'o" 

airlock may be open provided one door is capable of being closed "and that an 
individual is designated to close the door." ITS LCO 3.9.4 allows both doors of the 
containment personnel airlock to be open provided one door is capable of being 
closed. This changes the CTS by eliminating the requirement that "an individual is 
designated to close the door." 

The purpose of CTS 3.9.4 is to ensure the containment penetrations are in the 
condition assumed in the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) inside containment analysis.  
This change is acceptable because the LCO requirements continue to ensure that the 
structures, systems, and components are maintained consistent with the safety 
analyses and licensing basis. The Reviewer's Note in ISTS LCO 3.9.4 Bases states 
that the allowance to have containment personnel air lock doors open is based on (1) 
confirmatory dose calculations of a fuel handling accident as approved by the NRC 
staff which indicate acceptable radiological consequences and (2) commitments from 
the licensee to implement acceptable administrative procedures that ensure in the 
event of a refueling accident that the open airlock can and will be promptly closed 
following containment evacuation. The confirmatory dose calculations were 
approved by the NRC staff in the Safety Evaluation for License Amendment 198 I 
179 dated February 27, 1996. The Company commits to implementing acceptable 
administrative procedures that ensure in the event of a refueling accident that the open 
airlock can and will be promptly closed following containment evacuation. This 
change is designated as less restrictive because less stringent LCO requirements are 
being applied in the ITS than were applied in the CTS.
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